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 Long, oval shaped face covered by 
a patch of dirty blonde hair newly shaven 
only an inch away from his white scalp. 
Strong eyebrows creasing over his 
spherical deep blue eyes. Pink chapped lips 
from the hot sunbeam rays of the Desert 
sun. Broad shoulders sticking out from 
his long acne spotted neck. Lengthy torso 
extending down from his broad shoulders. 
Lanky arms dangling down by his sides. 
Boney legs, slender and swift with his 
seemingly mile long stride. Uniform straight 
and pressed, dark navy blue like the deep 
sea waters. Bright, large golden buttons 
holding closed the jacket like it is holding 
in a secret that can not be let out. A white 
stainless cap sitting atop his head with 
a black shiny bill straight above his eyes, 
barely letting him see what is in front of 
him. Walking proud and honored, he is an 
only son, an older brother, a soldier.
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 The majority of military families experience hardships such as death, financial struggle, 
child care, and transitory living. But my family had another struggle to deal with. I’m a teenage 
girl who has an older brother that joined the military a few years ago. When he joined, he only 
told a few people, but my mom was not one of them. She found out through the mail when 
she discovered a letter from the service for my brother. She immediately came to me wanting to 
know if my brother had really signed up for the service. She grew angry toward everyone for not 
telling her about it before she had found out.
 The family started out not being able to accept my brother’s choice in joining the 
military, but soon grew to accept and support him in his life changing choice to join the Marine 
Corps.

“Now I see that it’s given my son stability, he has ma-
tured in more was then I would have ever imagined. 
The Marine’s made him a man. I think the Marine’s 
probably sped up his growing up, his maturity, his ex-
cepting responsibilities faster then if he would have just 
gone off to college.”

 I chose these pictures to chronicalize my brother’s growth from his childhood to his 
current Military enrollment. 
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Childhood
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Leonard on his bed. 1995.
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Leonard on the slide. Palo Alto, California. 1988.
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“We go outside, play with little kids, 
pretend to be a Ninja Turtle, a

G.I. Joe, whatever it may be. And
I think that made a lot of who I

was. I had good parents that had
a lot of rules. Not strict rules
but they were rules and they

helped me a lot.”

                             -Leonard D’Elia
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Leonard and his best friend. 1993.
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Pre-Military
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Sadie Hawkins Dance. 2001.
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Leonard with a friend at the Aquarium. 1999.
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High School Prom. 2003.
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Leonard’s Graduation. Class of 2003.
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In the Military
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bootcamp...

Letter writen for sister on her birthday while in boot camp. 2003.
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Letter written from Leonard during boot camp. 2003.
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Boot camp during free time. 2003.
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Leonard and Coral Rose. 2003.
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“I can say that I cried every day for 13 
weeks. Some days I cried harder then 

others and on some days just little watery 
eyes and a quiver lip. But I can honestly 
say that for 13 weeks I missed my son 

every single day.”

                                 -Patricia D’Elia
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on base...

Living Quarters on Base. 200�.
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Brother’s friend working the 
night shift. 200�.

Computers my brother works 
with. 200�.
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Sunsets in the desert. 200�.
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Tanks that are on base. 200�.
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off base...
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Backyard at his house off base. 200�.
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“In my free time I live in 
a house with two other Marines 

and we hang out, play ping-pong, 
play video games. We got all the Xbox 

360’s and what not, and Wii and 
Playstation 3 and everything else.”

                                -Leonard D’Elia
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Leonard’s roommate, Ski and his puppy Raiden. 200�.
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Seven and Raiden. Leonard and 
Ski’s Dogs. 200�.
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Family While
He’s Away
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Leonard’s room back at home. 200�.

Leonard’s picture hanging in 
the front room. 200�.
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Mom working hard. 200�.
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Mom sewing one of her 
old quilts. 200�.
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“I know that when he went off to boot camp 
was that one of the things I took up was 

knitting. It was kind of a therapy to be able 
to do that knitting every day knowing that. 

And I stopped knitting that scarf when 
he came home.”

                                    -Patricia D’Elia
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Driving To and 
From
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“Driving home has become second nature. When 
I do it alone which is most often, I usually only 

stop once, for gas and maybe food, and twice if I 
feellike gambling at the casino. I prefer driving in 
the day with no traffic because its a lot easier to 

stayawake. I spend roughly 80 dollars on gas each 
way. I never look forward to the driving part. But 
it’s worth driving home because I get to see my 

incredible family and all my friends.”

                                     -Leonard D’Elia
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When He 
Comes Home
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with the family...

Family on Christmas. 2004.
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Leonard watching TV on Mother’s day. 2006.
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All the cousins on Christmas. 2006.
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Leonard celebrating his brithday 
on 4th of July. 2006.

Leonard and his girlfriend on 
4th of July. 2006.
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with friends...

Leonard with his friends eating dinner. 2004.
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Leonard digging a hole at 
the beach. 2003.
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 Christina D’Elia was born in California on 

November 1, 1989 with 2 older siblings. Her older sister 

was nine years older than her, while her brother was four 

and a half years older.

 Her love of photography grew during her junior 

year during a photography class taught by Elizabeth 

Pedinotti. Christina followed her teacher to a new school, 
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 She chose to write about her family’s experience 

with her brother, Leonard, enlisting in the military.  It is a 

topic very near and dear to her heart.  Christina’s brother 

has a large influence in her life, and she looks up to him 

each and every day.


